SERVICE MANUAL
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TD-160B MKII
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New Hyde Park, New York 11040
Western Office and Warehouse
Scottsdale, Arizona 85260
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IMPORTANT
CAUTION NOTICE:
The service procedures described are intended for the
information of QUALIFIED ELECTRONIC SERVICE TECHNICIANS.
Exposure to Hazardous Voltages may be involved in some of the
service procedures described. The unit under repair should be
disconnected from Line Voltage before proceeding with any
service adjustments involved that require the bottom cover to
be removed.
All service requiring the removal of the bottom cover should
be referred to QUALIFIED SERVICE PERSONNEL.
Elpa Marketing Industries, Inc. and Thorens disclaim any
responsibility for personal injury or damage for failure to
observe this warning.
DIRECTIONS FOR ORDERING REPLACEMENT PARTS
1. Use the part numbers as they appear on the exploded view
drawings.
2. Specify model number and serial number of Thorens unit
part is required for.
3. Refer to factory production changes. Some parts may
differ and serial number information will assist us in
identifying and delivering the correct replacement part.
4. Some parts seen in the exploded view drawings are not
available separately as shown and are only available
assembled with other associated parts due to special
tools and gauges required for the assembly. Wherever
possible, the minimum assembly will be shipped in place
of the ordered part.
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I.

GENERAL SERVICE PROCEDURES

RUBBER BELT #TD-574
Examine the rubber belt by stretching it. If cracks appear in
the rubber, the belt is dried out and should be replaced.
Before replacing the belt, examine the surface of the motor
pulley and outer skirt of the inner turntable for traces of
rubber deposits. Clean these surfaces with a soft cloth
saturated in denatured alcohol and replace the belt. If the
rubber belt makes a "slapping" noise, too much moisture in the
belt may be the cause. Dust your fingers, lightly, with talcum
powder and pass the belt through the powder to "dry" it or
absorb the moisture.
MOTOR AZIMUTH
If upon starting, stopping or interrupting the turntable
platter rotation, (while exchanging records) the rubber belt
(part number TD-574) rides up or down and slips off the motor
pulley, the motor azimuth may require adjustment.
The motor azimuth adjustment brings the axis of the motor
pulley in parallel alignment with the axis of the inner
turntable platter.
To correct the motor azimuth adjustment rotate azimuth screw
(arrow). This adjustment is sealed by the factory with a dab
of fast drying paint to secure the adjustment in transit.

(a) If the rubber belt rides up on the motor pulley rotate
the azimuth screw counterclockwise.
(b) If the rubber belt rides down on the motor pulley rotate
the azimuth screw clockwise.
Once the azimuth adjustment has been set reseal the screw with
a dab of nail polish or fast drying enamel paint.
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MOTOR PULLEY
To check the operation of the slip-clutch motor pulley, remove
the larger outer turntable platter with rubber mat and turn
unit on.
While the inner turntable platter is rotating, stop the
platter by hand and observe the metal spindle shaft in the
center of the motor pulley. The metal spindle shaft should
continue to rotate while the motor pulley remains stationary.
If the motor pulley rotates with the metal spindle shaft while
the turntable platter is being restrained by hand the tension
of the spring inside the motor pulley may be too high or the
interlocking sections may be deformed. The complete motor
pulley assembly should be replaced.
To replace the motor pulley, press down on the top of the
pulley while releasing the "C" clip or retaining ring. Release
the pressure on the motor pulley slowly to avoid the motor
pulley parts from flying up in the face or scattering about
the room.
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MOTOR-LUBRICATION
The motor bearings are of the oil retaining type with an
reserve. Under normal use, the initial lubrication, made
the factory, should be sufficient for about 4,000 hours.
the need for a new lubrication becomes apparent, proceed
follows:

oil
at
When
as

MOTOR UPPER BEARING
Place a few drops of light oil on top of the bearing, where
the shaft comes out of the top motor shield.
MOTOR LOWER BEARINGS
Oil should be put on the lower part of the shaft where it
extends from the motor housing.

TURNTABLE BEARING LUBRICATION
The condition of the bearing well and turntable shaft, and
their lubrication, may be checked over a period of time by
periodically noting how many revolutions may be counted from
the moment the turntable is at full running speed (33 1/3 rpm)
until the turntable stops. The rubber belt should be removed
for this test and the turntable rotated by hand to achieve
operating speed as observed with a stroboscope. If the number
of revolutions drops radically, the lubrication of both parts
is indicated. Use a few drops of light oil on the turntable
platter shaft.
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CHASSIS SUSPENSION
The chassis
the effects
disturbance
by the loud

suspension is adjusted at the factory to minimize
of acoustic feed-back. Acoustic feed-back is the
of the turntable and tonearm by the sound produced
speakers.

A different chassis suspension adjustment is required,
however, to isolate the turntable from floor vibrations and
may mean a compromise in the chassis suspension for isolation
from the effects of acoustic feed-back.
To achieve the optimum isolation for both cases a relocation
of the turntable or speakers or both in the room may be
necessary to remove the turntable from the direct or indirect
(reflected) radiation of the loudspeaker.
Placement of the turntable in the corner of a room where the
interconnection of walls, floor and ceiling is structurally
stronger will reduce the possibility of floor vibrations
disturbing the turntable.
If additional isolation is required from floor vibrations
cotton wadding may be inserted into the coils of the three
cones shaped chassis suspension springs. Small quantities
should be tried first in each of the three springs and the
results tested. If additional cotton wadding is required it
may be added until satisfactory results are obtained.
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ON-OFF SWITCH
If the on-off switch fails to operate, remove the unit from AC
and check the contacts with the ohmmeter, operating the
actuating lever by hand. The speed selector knob should be in
one of the "on" (speed) positions. If the switch makes
continuity but the actuating lever movement is insufficient to
actuate the switch, loosen the screws securing the switch and
adjust the switch position relative to the actuating cam.
The reverse procedure to the above should be followed if the
units fail to shut off. The 0.01 uF condenser should also be
tested for a short.
If a "popping" noise occurs in the speakers when the on-off
switch is operated, the 0.01 uF condenser may be open and
should be replaced.
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50/60 HZ - 110/220 VAC CONVERSIONS
Thorens turntables sold in the USA or Canada are set at the
factory for 110 volt/ 60 Hz operation.
Conversion to 220 volt/50 Hz operation requires a motor wiring
change (for 220 volts) and replacement of the motor pulley (50
Hz).
CAUTION:
DISCONNECT THE UNIT FROM LINE VOLTAGE BEFORE
ATTEMPTING CONVERSION PROCEDURES.

FREQUENCY CHANGE
Press down on the top of the motor pulley and washer. Remove
the retaining clip and release the pressure on the motor
pulley slowly so the internal clutch spring does not cause the
parts to fly off. Install the replacement motor pulley in the
same manner the removed unit was assembled. Refer to section
on motor pulley for step-by-step replacement directions.
Order replacement motor pulley as follows:
50 Hz operation = 50 Hz motor pulley
60 Hz operation = 60 Hz motor pulley
Order replacement motor:
Part number 1011, specifying for 50 Hz or 60 Hz operation.
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VOLTAGE CHANGE (TD-160B MKII Only)
Remove the hardboard bottom cover
held in place by four screws located
at the corners of the wood base.
Remove the single screw securing the
plastic cover over the terminal
strip.
110 Volts: Connect AC line cord to
terminals B and E.
220 Volts: Connect AC line cord to
terminals A and E and 5600 ohm, 10
watt resistor to terminals A and B.

SCHEMATIC WIRING CONNECTIONS (TD-160B MKII only)
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II.

PRODUCTION CHANGES

Subject: Cam Modification
Model:

TD-160, SN 225,501 & Below

The above listed serial number series employed metal cam
assemblies for speed/on-off selection.
When ordering parts for this serial number series, please
refer to the parts drawing below.
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Subject: TX-60 Dust Cover Replacement
Model:

TD-160, SN 257,000 and below

On the above serial number series the TX-60 dust cover is
fitted to the wood base by means of hinge pins located at the
rear sides of the wood base. The TX-60 has been replaced on
later productions with the TX-45 and a modification kit is
available to adapt the TX-45 to replace the TX-60.
1.
Fit the hinge clips to the dust cover by pressing the
hinge clips to the mating plastic hinge parts on the dust
cover.
2.
Set the dust cover with the hinge clips on the wood base
and check that the dust cover lines up evenly with the sides
and front of the wood base.
3.
With a pencil, carefully mark the position of the hinge
clips along the back of the wood base.

4.
Remove the hinge clips from the dust cover by pressing
down on the tab and position the clips along the mark made on
the wood base.
5.
Mark the screw position through the hole in the top of
the hinge clip on the wood base.
6.
Drill or punch a starting hole and secure the hinge clip
with a wood screw.
7.
To assemble the dust cover to the hinge clips, line up
the mating hinge parts and press down on the back of the dust
cover. To remove the dust cover, release the hinge clips by
pressing down on the tabs and lift the dust cover up from the
rear.
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II.

EXPLODED VIEW DRAWINGS
Top chassis
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Top chassis
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Sub chassis
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Base chassis
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Base/dust cover
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Schweiz:
THORENS-FRANZ AG, Hardstrasse 41, CH-5430 Wettingen
Telephone 056/262861, Telex 53682

Deutschland:
THORENS/Geratewerk Lahr GmbH, D-7630 Lahr, Postfach
1560
Telephone 07821/7025, Telex 0754946

Printed in West Germany Verlag Technische Dokumentation
Lahr GmbH & Co. KG Druck Ugi Lahr 8207
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